Matrix Mirror API
The next generation/level of digital connection is here.

With technology growing larger and more advanced, the path to a coordinated connection
and comprehensive experience has become integral in shaping compatibility on a multifactorial
level. Our most inherent need and desire to connect stems from the growth of these connection
for meaningful relationships.
Online dating has grown exponentially into $3 Billion dollar industry in bridging societal
needs with the latest technology. As the climate of our society changes, so does the individual
needs for an elevated experience in the search for romance.
Online Dating accounts for 12% of connections made in the age of 18-29. As for 55-65
year old constituents looking for a social connection, the numbers have doubled from 6% to 12%
between 2013 and 2015.
As of 2019, there is roughly 1 in 10 people searching for romance. There has also been the
emergence of 1500+ dating applications by the end of 2019, the competition for providing such
services in a successful way is now better amplified with development of latest technology (artificial intelligence).
We have integrated AI software, facial recognition and language processing to provide the most
comprehensive expansion software package to the current dating platforms presently.
On behalf of Hourglass Software, we proudly present the next generation in dating!

Matrix Mirror is the latest platform that integrates the current dating applications, with artificial
intelligence in a seamless blend/marriage of technology and physical/qualitative/quantitative aspects of attraction.

With the incorporation of our newest advancements in software technology, our application has

come to give birth to Matrix Mirror Technology.

How it works:
When you upload a picture of your face, it uses Facial Recognition to determine and calculate
key features of the face. Also, when you enter information about yourself, it uses Natural Language Processing to determine attributes about it. These factors, along with other Profile parameters such as height, hair color, and eye color, are used to train a Machine Learning Model that
predicts who you would most be attracted to.

PREDICTION/SELECTION SCREENSHOT
(MOBILE VERSION)

When viewing Profiles to Like/Not Like, it will attempt to vend you people based on you chosen
confidence setting. While doing so, if the next 4 profiles do not meet your confidence criteria, it
will show you a “random” profile. This further allows the Machine Learning to adapt and get
“smarter”.
Profiles are vended based on both your search parameters and machine learning predictions, but
not in any particular order of other users. Due to randomization, it is possible to see the same
profile in the same session.

The Machine Learning Model gets retrained and updated over specific intervals to adapt to who
you would be attracted to as a function of time.
Initially, when the model is being trained, it will not make predictions until the training is complete.
Furthermore, over time, the Machine Learning predictions will become more and more accurate
to your liking.

The training is based on who you “like” or “do not like”.

You will get a match if you and the other user both like each other. This will then show on My
Matches page in order of highest confidence prediction to lowest. You will then be able to chat
with that user.

MIRROR MATRIX SCREENSHOT

On the Mirror Matrix page, you can update the training model with the latest data.

The latest model is used on logging in, but if you spend more time on the site, and want the latest
model, you can click the update button which will use the most recent data.

Infrastructure and Customization
We own and use:
• Microsoft Azure for hosting the web service API
• Rackspace MySQL database
• AWSS3
• AWS Rekognition
• AWS Comprehend
• Microsoft ML.NET

We customize parts of the API for specific for your application. You can also make requests to
further customize search filter fields for profile retrieval. These require code changes and database changes. The core logic, however, will not be changed. Supported face picture sizes are
also customizable.
We can also customize some of the values for the REST API for them such as number of search
parameters, number of profiles before “noise injection”, etc.

Technical Overview:
Hourglass Software LLC provides RESTful APIs based on Intellectual Property (owned by Hourglass Software) for using Facial Recognition, Natural Language Processing, and other physical
attributes for double-model Machine Learning predictions for online dating applications.
Any mobile or web application can use the RESTful API over HTTP to integrate with the Matrix
Mirror Engine and Algorithm. Thus, by leveraging Machine Learning, there is a higher likelihood
of the application user to “like” the profile being provided to them. It is based on a confidence
value which can be configured per user.
Each user has his/her own personalized Machine Learning Model/s built for him/her that makes
prediction on who the user is more likely to LIKE. The purpose is to supplement your application,
not to perform holistic dating application solution.
The web API is built using C# ASP.NET MVC 4.6. Machine Learning updates every 50 records
to retrain the model. It also adapts to the users most recent behavior by allowing “noise injection”.

Intellectual Property Information
• TITLE - High Confidence Predicted Profiles for Online Dating Matching Using Continuously
Learning Machine Learning Models Trained for each User with Physical and Facial Attributes
• EFS ID – 37625118
• Application Number – 16670883
• Assignment – Hourglass Software, LLC.
• Status – FILED, PENDING
Summary
• Key components of technology used have been filed for non-provisional patent
• This includes:
• Using facial recognition calculations, other physical attributes (ie: height, eye color, hair color),
and NLP analyzed “about you” text, to be used as feature vector for Machine Learning model

Cost/Fee Schedule
To use the API, we will provide a license key which will need to be used in the requests. The
subscription fee is monthly and is an origination fee + costs for services provided which may be
impacted by the scale of your application user base. The subscription fee also includes support
and monitoring of the service and infrastructure. It also includes the domain cost which will be
exclusive to your application.
Matrix Mirror Pricing:

1) S3: $0.005 + 0.015 for 500MB
2) rekognition: $0.05 for 50 images
3) comprehend: $0.005 for 50 units
4) domain: $2.00 per month
5) rackspace mySQL: Storage and RAM Price: $0.80/GB/month for 1 host
6) Azure hosting: $95/month for 1 server with SSL
7) Azure CI (operations): $10/month
8) Azure git (operations): $40 month

0 -10,000 $2/user/month
10,000 - 50,000 $2.5/user/month
50,000 - 100,000 = $3/user/month
100,000 - 500,000 = $4/user/month
500,000 - 750,000 = $5/user/month
750,000 - 1,000,000 = $6/user/month

Using these costs, a license for 10,000 signed up users is estimated at $11,100/month (which is
less than $2/user/month).

Cost Breakdown Description:
Hourglass Software fees for using the Matrix Mirror API include operations costs. This includes
AWS services, Rackspace Cloud database, and Azure web hosting. (see costs above). Depending on the number of users, the service costs increase accordingly. This includes data transfer
costs, storage costs, and instances count costs. For example, in order to maintain performance,
the web service instances will need to be scaled accordingly.
The data transfer and storage costs grow linearly with the user count. These fees are to keep all
the services the ability to handle the load, traffic, and data storage. Other fees for the Matrix
Mirror API include support and maintenance, and labor costs involved with maintaining and adjusting the services for the client to ensure everything is running seamlessly, without issue, and
scaled for your application and customers.

Origination Fee involves licenses and access to service/storage setup and technical support for
startup launch and integration testing.
Origination Fee is as follows:
-Up to 100,000 Users = $3K
-100,000 - 250,000 Users = $5K
-250,000 - 1 Million Users = $10K
-1 - 3 Million Users = $20K
-Above 3 Million Users = $50K
Renewal Fee is $10K for Lapse of Service > 90 days requiring Re-Activation Service.

Integration Schedule

Timeline for proprietary access with GUI integration:
Hourglass Software will provide support while you integrate the REST API into your application.
Hourglass Software will setup custom services and hosts for your application which will take less
than 2 weeks before you can start integrating.
Integration and maintenance for launch can be integrated within 2 weeks, but depends on the
timeline of your development team.
We recommend a 2 week-integration testing period while Hourglass Software will monitor the
services.

Matrix Mirror Technology is based on Intellectual Property owned by Hourglass Software, LLC.
The technology implemented for the Matrix Mirror API is solely owned as Intellectual Property
by Hourglass Software LLC. Any attempts to copy any parts of the design and/or algorithms will
be considered infringement of the Intellectual Property and prosecuted by Hourglass Software
LLC to the full extent of the law.
Smarter technology leads to Smarter Experiences in Online Dating. Choose Matrix Mirror for
your growing Digital Dating services.

Contact Information
support@hourglass-software.com

